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Physical Therapy Case Files: Orthopaedics
**Synopsis**

SHARPEN YOUR CRITICAL THINKING SKILLS AND PREPARE FOR REAL-WORLD PRACTICE WITH CLINICAL CASES New in the authoritative Case Files series, Physical Therapy Case Files: Orthopaedics gives you case studies that illustrate critical concepts you need to build and enhance your skills in orthopaedic physical therapy. Each case includes a discussion of the health condition, examination, evaluation, diagnosis, plan of care and interventions, evidence-based practice recommendations, and references. NPTE-style review questions accompanying each case reinforce your learning. With Physical Therapy Case Files: Orthopaedics, everything you need to succeed in the clinic and on the NPTE is right here in your hands. 34 orthopaedic cases with National Physical Therapy Examination-style review questions help you learn best practices in the context of patient care. Enhance your practice with evidence-based cases written by leading clinicians, researchers, and academics. Includes evidence-based ratings for treatment plans. Perfect for coursework use and NPTE preparation.
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**Customer Reviews**

Thank you! I appreciate the applicability of the cases and the comprehensive review of information related to each case, as well as examples of viable interventions. Very comprehensive for each of the cases and was an excellent preparation for clinical internships in PT school!
Jason has gathered some of the leading names in the field of orthopedic physical therapy to present an evidence based approach to commonly seen diagnoses. The cases discussed take the reader through the clinical decision making process from evaluation tools to treatment options. Methods are well supported with research sited.

This is a great collection of case studies for common conditions seen in orthopedic PT clinics. It provides clear rationales for interventions supported by research. Highly recommend for anyone getting started in the field to bring together information learned in school with real-world scenarios.

This book is a great clinical reference. The treatment recommendations, clinical reasoning and evidence to support the treatments are top notch. Great purchase.

Cases and references are up-to-date. Good review book for students and clinicians (senior and junior alike). Illustrations, figures and tables are also helpful.

I feel this is great for students and wish I had bought it sooner. It's not a standalone study tool, however, it does help with patient cases and test questions.

It's a great book, does not cover all areas of orthopedics, some areas yes, I would say to go and search for Case studies, and as the history is given guess all the issues and test to verify, and then when the objective is given, update your hypothesis, then when the actual diagnosis is presented, wonder what you missed that gave you a different diagnosis, if you did miss it, and then just know those signs and symptoms.
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